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Welcome!
We’ve complied tips and tricks into this document as
a companion booklet to the Certification Candidate
Guide. We hope it will both answer some of your
questions and help you feel a little more comfortable
with the whole test experience.
The tips and suggestions are loosely organized into
four general themes: Planning, Practice, Preparation,
and Test Day. Some are further explanations of the
rules, and some are practical suggestions, but all
contain information relevant to the test. They’re
purpose is simply to assist you and help enhance the
skills you bring to the test.
With all the tips collected in one place, you can
browse among them at will. So take a few minutes
and read a few tips. They’re words of wisdom from
past CMSA tests presented in a lighthearted way to
help you on your way to success, and leave a smile
on your face.
We hope you’ll find them useful.
If you have suggestions after you’ve taken the test
please submit them to the Certification Chairman so
we can include them in next year’s edition.

Planning
Tip 1: “Proper Preparation Prevents
Poor Performance.”
(If you read only one tip….this is the One!)
“Proper Preparation Prevents Poor Performance” is a well
known maxim in business, but it is every bit as applicable
when preparing for the Certification Test. From your first
attempt at choosing the skills best suited to your talents,
through designing and drawing your plans (not to mention
ALL those “excruciating” practice sessions), to your final
packing and arrival on Test Day; this is one saying to revisit
time and time again.
Good planning and preparation are the biggest secrets
to success. There are literally hundreds of details to be
organized. “Which tools do I really need?” “Just how
many extra rose petals are enough in case of breakage?”
“Should I wear my pink chef’s jacket or my blue one?” The
list is endless and the importance of planning and practice
can NEVER be stressed enough. No matter how many
years you have been doing the things you do best, proper
preparation will help you do better.

Proper Planning
Prevents Poor
Performance

Tip 2: “Why am I Here?”
Why do we have a Certification Program anyway? And
why on earth would anyone put themselves through all that
work? The answer is easy. The test was designed to reflect
industry standards in the classic sugar arts and newer
techniques alike. The goal is to uphold these standards and
keep the techniques alive far into the future.
This goal is the reason we are here, but take a moment
to think about why you are here. Hopefully it’s something
you are doing for yourself, to push yourself past your
own boundaries, and for the feeling of achievement you’ll
deserve after the test, no matter the outcome.
The goal of becoming a CSA or a CMSA means something
different to each member who takes the test. For some
it’s personal satisfaction or a validation of their skills.
For others it may be the possibility of advancement or
recognition in their professions. But whatever the reason,
we recognize each Candidate for his or her own talent
and ability to live up to the
high standards the test
requires, and not to promote
competition between others.

CMSA
PLAN

Tip 3: “SHHHHHH…it’s a secret.”
You are assigned a candidate number when your
application is accepted. Only your number, not your
name is to be on each page of your Plan Packet.
Your identity, as a candidate remains anonymous
until the candidates’ names are announced in the
June issue of the ICES newsletter. It is important that
our testing team does not have any knowledge who
the candidates are during the reviewing process.
This way the adjudicators and reviewers can access
the plans on their own merits and not associate them
with any individuals.
Avoid mentioning that you are taking the CSA/CMSA
test on social media, in printed news articles and at
cake events where adjudicators and reviewers may
hear your conversations.

TIP 4:“Time and Tide Wait for No
Man”
All that planning is certainly enough, and now you have to
worry about the calendar and clock, too. Here are some of
those important dates and times:
• Midnight April 1st means midnight April 1st, Eastern
Standard Time. Complete Plan Packets must be received
by the Test Administrator by then. There are no exceptions,
so please don’t wait until the last minute. Power outages,
crises at home or work, internet interruptions, or failed file
transmissions can happen at the worst possible times.
• Midnight June 1st means midnight June 1st, EST. Final
Plans must be received by then. Same explanation as
above.
• The mandatory Adjudicator Question
& Answer Session begins at 7:00pm
on the evening before the test. The
emphasis is on mandatory.
• At exactly 9 pm that same evening
we lock the door to the test room
and the load-in time is over.
• By 7:30 am on test day everything
must be in place, and please remember that NO test
materials can be brought into the test room after 8:00. Food
and liquid are still fine. You must also be in your work area
at 8:00 or you won’t be able to take the test.
• At the end of the test day, 5:00pm means STOP! We
promise we’ll give you several warnings. Nothing done after
5:00 can be adjudicated.
We’re not trying to be difficult. We just don’t want you to
“miss the boat.”

Tip 5: “This Ain’t your Momma’s Cake
Show”
Perhaps you’ve heard Convention attendees look at
Certification cakes and say, “Well I can do better than that!”
Well, perhaps they can and perhaps they can’t, but that’s
really missing the point that the Test is not a cake show.
Cakes for shows are usually completed with abundant time,
love, and creativity—and certainly not in front of a crowd.
Designs can be adapted, flaws covered, or entire cakes
started over again. Not so here. Displays for Certification
must definitely be finished, cohesive pieces, and the Artistic
Impression score is very important, but this is a “Process
Test”. Your displays can’t help but reflect the fact that you
finished them in hours, not days or weeks, and while under
constant, though kind and friendly, scrutiny.
The Adjudicators—they’re the kind and friendly ones—
watch every aspect of every skill, and every skill must be
perfect in and of itself. They see everything from ripples
and rips in your fondant covering, to pockmarks in your
buttercream; there’s just no possible way to hide the flaws.

1st

Tip 6: What do you mean “Read the
instructions first?!”
Actually, what we mean is to read the Certification
Candidate Guide first, last, and in the middle. This is so
essential that you must sign a document stating that you’ve
read it thoroughly and well! The more familiar you are with
the Guide, the easier it will be to design your Plan. Then
once your Plan is set and you’ve chosen your skills, it’s a
good idea to print those eight pages and hang them where
you’ll see them often. And don’t forget to keep reviewing
all those rules about what you can and can’t bring, when
you need to be where, and what is and isn’t allowed.

Tip 7: “Do what YOU do Best, and
Leave all the Rest!”
Choosing your eight skills and deigning a Plan Packet
around them can be one of the hardest and most confusing
parts of the process, yet it’s at the heart of the test.
Here are a few pointers.
• First read the entire guide. (See Tip 5!)
• Now circle all the skills you do best. We mean the ones
you really enjoy and know that you do exceptionally well!
Try to be realistic in your assessment and stay away from
techniques you’ve done infrequently or not at all. This isn’t
the time to master new skills just to complete your plan. (If
you’re still thinking about doing that, go back and reread the
last sentence until the feeling passes.)
• Next, go back and make sure you have at least one skill
circled in each of the four skill levels (Groups A, B, C, and
D). Missing a skill level? In that level, circle skills that you
know well and enjoy, but might have to really hone to bring
up to master level.
• Once you’ve chosen at least
one skill in each of the four levels,
sharpen your pencils and take out
the calculator. Now comes the fun
part: choosing ONLY 8 skills and
having them add up to either 21
or 22 points. Why not 23, 24, or
more? Do you really want to do
more work than the test requires?
Believe us; you will have plenty to
do with “just” 21 or 22 points.

Tip 8: “Penmanship Counts”
Seriously? Yes, very seriously.
Everything you submit, including the
text on all your Plan drawings must
be typed. We hate to ask, but if we
can’t read your Plan, how are we
going to review it? Please be as clear
and explicit as possible with both
your drawings and your descriptions.
If you can’t draw a clear picture,
use some really good words.
Don’t leave anything open to interpretation--or possible
misinterpretation. The Adjudicators, Test Administrator, and
Chairman will all be grateful—and your grammar school
teacher will be proud.

Tip 9: “Pick, Plan, PRACTICE, Revise,
Repeat…THEN submit!”
You’ve studied the Guide, chosen perfect skills, and drawn
up a clear set of plans for a wonderful set of displays. It’s
all ready for you to submit, and then sit back to wait for the
reviews. But there’s one more thing you really must do first:
PRACTICE!
The old saying goes, “it looked good on paper!” Are you
absolutely certain that that perfect Plan can be finished
in just eight hours? (June 2, when nothing major can be
changed, is not the best time to decide you’ll need ten or
Twelve hours!) The only way to be sure is to run through
your entire test from beginning to end at least once before
submitting your Plan Packet. You’ll be able to fine tune the
details and timing, make sure the Plan is plausible, and feel
a lot more confident!

Tip 10: “If a little is Good, a lot must
be Better?”or “The Goldilocks Rule”
It may appear that we’re telling you two seemingly opposite
things. Either “Master level work is a more difficult version of
each skill, so choose the most advanced level that you can!”
or “Don’t overextend yourself! An overly ambitious plan is
often impossible to complete.” But they’re really saying the
same thing. Your task, like Goldilocks’, is to decide what’s
“just right” for you.
The Guide has a defined set of minimums for each skill.
And the higher the point value for a skill, the harder it is and
the more time it will normally take to complete. This gives
all Candidates an even starting point and makes certain that
the Adjudicators have an adequate sample of your work in
any given technique.
It’s fine to do the minimum for each skill, if you keep in mind
that every aspect of that skill must be done perfectly, in
order to achieve the scores needed for a CMSA award. This
is not to say that the more you do the “less perfect” your
technique can be, or that we are looking for a grand display
of each technique. Doing too much can be as bad as not
doing enough if you can’t finish the test.
Think of a teacher assigning
a three paragraph essay. The
teacher would expect three wellwritten, focused paragraphs, but
would probably like a little more.
A student writing four good
paragraphs will most likely get a
good grade. But a student trying
to write a three page term paper
with too little time to do a proper
job probably won’t!

Tip 11: “With a Grain of Salt”
You’re Plan Packet has been submitted, reviewed by
the Adjudicators, Test Administrator, and Certification
Committee, and you’ve received a daunting list of
comments from them. NOW what do you do?
Do you make all the changes they recommend, even though
some may seem very “picky” to you? Or do you ignore
some or all of them? Before you decide, consider this:
The number one comment from Candidates who don’t
achieve the title they desire is, “I should have listened to the
Adjudicators’ advice”.
Our goal is to help Candidates pass the test, not to make
their lives difficult. To do this, we’ll make sure that the
comments you receive are divided into two different
categories.
1. Clear rule violations: These comments always need to be
addressed, and the required changes made. Issues such as
the wrong number of skills or points, pieces that don’t meet
the minimum requirements for a skill, or pre-dried items in
violation of the rules, must be changed before your Plan can
be finalized.
2. Advice or aesthetic suggestions: These comments are
usually suggestions that you may choose to incorporate if
you wish. But since they are based on years of experience
both in adjudicating the test and working in the sugar arts,
they are often very good
suggestions. They can
include comments on the
amount or complexity of the
work you’re submitting, the
plausibility of the plan, or the
general design of your pieces.

Tip 12: “Is Change Good?”
After the Plan Packet review is done and your Final Plans
are “finally” submitted (after June 1st), you may decide
that there are still some things you need to tweak. Just
how much can you change at this point? To quote one
Adjudicator, “The purpose of the Plan Review is to help
Candidates be sure they have followed the rules and are not
missing anything. It’s not to get them locked so tightly into
a design that they have no flexibility at all.”
What kinds of things can be changed?
Here are some examples:
• The shapes of your dummies can change, but the
minimum sizes still must be met.
• Colors can always change.
• Bases for pieces can change.
• Clothing or accessories for figures can change.
• Minor alterations to patterns for embroidery techniques,
lace points, and piping or painting designs can be made.
• Minor alterations, such as changing a curved line to a
straight line, can be made.
• Leaves, flowers, or accents for flowers can be added as
long as the requirement for the number of “flower parts” is
still met and the Adjudicators are informed.
• Extra pieces can be added to support modeled displays or
pastillage structures.
• Extra inches of bridgework or embroidery can be deleted if
the minimum requirement is still met and the overall design
still looks good.

What things CANNOT be changed?
Here also are some examples:
• A 4-point gumpaste flower spray to 3-point gumpaste
flower spray;
• A Brush Embroidery pattern to a Filet Embroidery pattern;
• A blown sugar skill to a pulled sugar skill;
In short — NO skill changes!
What you change after June 1st is up to you, but you
must try to be very careful that any changes follow the
rules and the minimums. Questions are still welcome, but
we can’t go through the entire review process a second
time. And please remember that just because your plans
have been “approved” doesn’t mean you will pass the test!
Only your performance on test day will determine that.

Practice
Tip 13: “Picture This!”
Once your plan has been reviewed and any needed changes
have been made, it’s time to rev up your practice sessions.
(By the way, have we mentioned the “practice sessions”
yet?) One very helpful idea is to take photographs of each
stage of each display. It’s a great way to keep track of your
progress from one practice session to the next, and it can
be a real life saver if you print out the photos and bring them
to the test. When you’re rushing and under pressure, it’s
wonderful to have a clear “picture” of what you intend to do.

Tip 14: “Take Note”
Another good idea is to take notes while you’re practicing. If you can, have your Assistant keep track of your timing and jot down both problems you encounter and ideas
to make the next session go more smoothly. Even if you’re
alone, keep the notebook handy and take time to write
down thoughts and questions. Be sure to review your notes

and make adjustments between practice sessions and right
before the test.
Here are sample notes for a Cat and Mouse display. The
cake is sculpted and the mouse is figure-modeled. Please
understand that these are specific notes from a prior year’s
test using different rules. Your notes will vary.
General Notes:
•Remove all rings and watch
•Remember: Speed is not everything--Quality counts more
•Relax
•Be sure MP-3 player is charged
Cat Sculpture Notes:
• Need 1 full recipe of buttercream: three cups total, with
one cup on the slightly stiff side — Use only 9 Tbs. water
• Have 7 piping bags of buttercream
— half full only
— Fill piping bags that morning
• Be sure to have at least four grass tips available
• Cat:
— Airbrush color for fur: use 2 drops warm brown to
1 drop copper -- premix in dropper bottle
— Fawn fondant for nose
— White gumpaste for claws
—Coat eyes with edible glaze instead of piping gel
— Make head less flat, higher in height
— Position eyes to look down at mouse
• Bow:
— Use pearl sheen and mocking bird blue
— Change pattern on bow—use watered-silk roller instead
• Mouse:
— Use longer wires for arms and hands
— Push wire ends further into mouse body to stabilize it
— Put on tail first so it can attach correctly
— Texture mouse with sand paper

Tip 15: “Minute by Minute”
You have great photos and lots of notes from all the practice
sessions—now what? One of the nicest things you can
do for yourself is to take the time to fill out a schedule. It’s
a fine way for you or an Assistant to monitor progress in
an admittedly tough situation—doing your very best work
under time constraints and in far from the best working
conditions. Having a clear outline of the most sensible work
order, and the amount of time each project normally takes
is one of the best ways to stay on track and keep calm.
Here is the finished schedule for the same Cat and Mouse
display in Tip 13. Take special note that there is always
clean up time included. (Definitely build cleanup time into
your schedule.) Please understand that this is a specific
schedule from a prior year’s test using different rules. Your
schedule will vary.

Schedule for Cat and Mouse Display
Skills: Cake Sculpting, Figure Modeling, Modeling Nonfigures, and Fabric Effects
CAT
• Stack cakes on prepared board in correct arrangement for
carving
• Carve basic cat shape
• Crumb coat with buttercream
• Clean work area; change tablecloth if needed
Total time for this task: 55 minutes

• Do final base coat with buttercream
• Pipe fur on cat (use grass tip and white buttercream)
• Clean work area; change tablecloth if needed
Total time for this task: 1 hour 5 minutes
• Recreate 2 ears (gumpaste)
— Dust pre-dried ears and place on cat
• Recreate 2 eyes (gumpaste)
— Paint pre-dried eyes (food coloring)
— Place eyes on cat and pipe eyebrows with buttercream
• Airbrush accents on cat--face, paws, tail, shading (warm
brown/copper food coloring mixture)
• Recreate bow (blue gumpaste, watered-silk textured
rolling pin)
— Dust pre-dried bow (blue and luster dusts)
• Make sash and center piece of bow (blue gumpaste)
— Dust to match bow
• Place sash and bow on cat (re-pipe with buttercream if
necessary)
• Make 20 gumpaste claws (white)
• Place whiskers (noodles) and claws on cat, re-pipe with
buttercream to finish
• Check final piece for details
• Remove to back table
• Clean work area
Total time for these tasks: 25 minutes
TOTAL TIME FOR CAT: 2 hours 25 minutes

CAT BOWL AND MICE
• Recreate bowl--set aside to dry (Mexican paste and
plastic bowl mold)
— Paint pre-dried bowl--set aside to dry (food coloring)
• Paint base of “mat” (pre-made, crimped gumpaste base
on oval board--not adjudicated) (food coloring)
• Soften modeling chocolates
• Make framework for mouse figure (Styrofoam, toothpicks,
wire)
• Make mouse figure (modeling chocolates)
— Place figure in pre-dried bowl with chocolate “kibble”
(big chocolate chunks)
• Make toy mouse (gray, red, blue, gold gumpaste)
— Place toy mouse on pre-dried bowl and support
• Check piece for defects and proper position
• Clean work area
• Bring cat sculpture back to work table

— Set “mat” and bowl with mice into place.
• Make final check for defects and flaws
• Move piece to Finished Display Table
• Clean work area and tools
Total time for these tasks: 1 hour 20 minutes
TOTAL TIME FOR FINAL DISPLAY: 3 hours 45 minutes
Pre-made and Pre-dried Materials
• Vanilla cakes: 2-16” ovals, 2- 11” ovals, 2-8” ovals, 4-6”
rounds (one of each size used, others in case of breakage)
• White buttercream (3 lbs. base amount, 7 half-filled piping
bags)
• 18” x 24” base, covered with fondant to resemble flooring
and trimmed with ribbon
• 4 ears (2 used, 2 in case of breakage)
• 4 bow loops and ribbons (2 used, 2 in case of breakage)
• 2 pre-made bowls (1 used, 1 in case of breakage)

Tip 16: “Leave the kitchen sink at
home!”
“Photos, notes, and schedules…Isn’t that enough?” No,
there’s one more list you’ll be pleased you made: a list of
your tools and supplies. It’s important to bring all of the
things you really need, but ONLY those things. One of the
best ways to do this is to keep a running list of every item
you use in your practice sessions. When you practice one
of your pieces, put out all the tools and supplies you think
you’ll need. After practice, remove anything you didn’t
use and make a list of the rest. At your next practice, put
out only the items on the list. After this practice, again
remove anything you didn’t use, and remember to add any
additional items you needed. When it’s time to pack for the
test you should have an exact and comprehensive list of
everything you’ll need. (More on organizing and packing
later…)

Tip 17: “Oh, Baby, baby.”
One of the most useful items you can bring to the test is a
container of baby wipes. There will be only limited access
to sinks and running water, so these great little disposable
cloths will come in handy for quick cleanups of messy
fingers and tools. You can even find extra large, thick, or
unscented wipes. And did you know that wiping your work
surface first with shortening and then with a baby wipe will
usually remove even the toughest residue from powdered
food colors?
Another great item to have on hand is a lowly roll of paper
towels—we all know how many uses they have! Or bring a
stack of nice clean wash cloths for cleaning hands, tools,
and other surfaces. When they’re dirty, simply hand them
off for your Assistant to deal with.
If you’re coming from a distance and want to lighten your
packing load, all of these items should be readily available in
stores near the test venue.

Tip 18: “Clean up, Clean up! Everybody do Your Share!”
This popular children’s rhyme isn’t relevant just to toddlers
cleaning up a playroom. Part of your Work Process score
is based on how neatly you work, how well you follow basic
food safety practices, and how “cleaned up” and organized
you keep your work area. (Don’t even THINK about putting
that clogged tip in your mouth to suck out the clog! Only
kidding….we’re sure you won’t do that.)
One item that can really help is a cheap plastic tablecloth!
Plastic-backed paper tablecloths seem to be best since
they don’t slip when stacked. Spread several on your
work table, one on top of the other. When your work area
is messy, simply remove the one on top, throw it away,
and there you have a brand new work surface. (This is
really important if you’re carving a sculpted cake. Crumbs
smashed into the carpet or sprinkled on your next display
piece just aren’t stylish.)

Tip 19: “Come here Watson! I need
you!”
Each Candidate may have an Assistant to help during loadin, on test day, and especially during cleanup. While not
strictly necessary, they can be a huge help with keeping
track of time and work schedules, cleaning tools, filling
icing bags, keeping your Supply Table neat, running out for
snacks, or even just reminding you to take deep breaths and
drink enough water!
But there are some things they absolutely cannot do during
the test. The list in the Certification Guide is long and
tiresome, so we’ll just review the most important rules here.
1. Assistants can’t do your work for you, not piping the
tiniest dot or dusting a single petal.
2. They can’t tell you how to do your work, make
suggestions, or even point out mistakes you’ve made.
3. They can’t touch the front Work Table—at all, ever!
Everything has to be handed to you or taken from you.
4. They can’t touch any of your display pieces, even to
move them to the Supply Table, EXCEPT when helping you
move them to the Finished Display Table.
It’s important to go over all the rules in the Guide
with your Assistant. We know how difficult they are to
follow, especially #2 and #3 above. We see Assistants
accidentally breaking them at every single test. We do
understand that your Assistant really, really wants you to do
well, so we always give them one warning to stop before
resorting to more serious measures. And if you have any
questions on test day, we’ll be more than happy to “assist”.

Tip 20: “The Buttercream Bungle”
Smoothly icing a cake with buttercream is one of the
essential skills you’ll need to perfect. Sounds simple—
something you’ve probably been doing for years!
Unfortunately, it’s been the downfall of far too many
Candidates.
Use any kind of buttercream you like (American, Italian,
Swiss Meringue….), and any food-safe method to smooth
it. But smooth it must be--as well as free from bubbles,
streaks, uneven edges, or other surface flaws. At the risk
of using the “P” word again, practice this until you can do
it with your eyes closed! (Well, not really closed, but you
get the idea.) Also, practice with your buttercream the day
before the test, so you can make any needed adjustments
for temperature or humidity.

Tip 21: “The Fondant Fiasco”
Speaking of essential skills, a beautifully flawless, fondantcovered cake must also be completed during the test.
Wrinkles, pockmarks, cracks, “elephant skin”, or ragged
torn edges just won’t do. We’re fortunate that Cal Java

supplies each Candidate with Fondx. Consider practicing
with it before the test if you plan to use it, since all fondants
handle a little differently.
Like buttercream, any fondant you choose to use is fine,
whether Cal Java’s, your own homemade, or that of
another supplier. Also like buttercream, it’s probably wise to
practice the day before the test in case any adjustments for
temperature or humidity are needed. Ask your Assistant to
knead your fondant right before you’re ready to use it. Soft,
smooth well-kneaded fondant always handles better.

Tip 22: “Across the Border”
Another seemingly simple thing that is often overlooked is
the basic border. We’re not talking about fancy, complex
Overpiped or Lambeth creations, just the humble snail
trail or shell border. Your borders need to hold up under
the same scrutiny as your stringwork, and even the most
perfect display will lose points if the borders aren’t smooth,
crisp, clean, and consistent. Be sure to check your icing
for correct consistency and give your borders the few extra
minutes they need to help make your displays shine.

Tip 23: “A Rose is a Rose, or is it?”
The rules for the Flower skills can be pretty confusing, so
here’s a quick overview. If you have any questions, please
ask, and if you aren’t sure your flowers will qualify,
consider sending a photo or diagram.
In general, your flowers should look as natural and “real”
as possible, so fantasy flowers aren’t acceptable. They
should be arranged carefully, and be part of your entire
design. (Not just poked in randomly or plunked on top.)
And even on dummies, wires can never, ever be stuck
directly into cake.
Piped Flowers:
• All buttercream flowers must be made on site. Nothing
can be brought in pre-dried.
• Royal Icing flowers may be brought in pre-dried, but
every single flower used in a display must be recreated—
even if they’re all the same.
Modeling Chocolate Flowers:
There’s no getting around it—they all need to be made
during the test, and each one has to have at least three
parts. Each pistil, calyx, set of stamens, or separate petal,
counts as one part. A simple blossom done with stamens
(one part) and a five-petal blossom cutter (one part) isn’t
enough, but if you add a calyx (one part) you’ll have the
three you need.
Gumpaste Flowers:
Natural looking flowers with thin, cleanly-cut petals, the
correct number of stamens, and proper veining and
coloring are especially important in gumpaste.
• How many parts? Three parts are fine for the 3point Gumpaste Flower Skill, but for the
4-point Floral Spray, flowers have to have at least five
parts. The definition of “parts” is the same as above.
• What has to be recreated during the test? In general, only

one fully open flower of each variety used, plus one leaf of
each variety, and one bud of each variety is needed. But
every single part of them, from center to calyx, must be
recreated. Others of the same varieties can be brought in
pre-dried.
• Single-wire or unwired flowers: Any flower that has all of
its petals “pasted together” on ONE wire or center, can be
brought in whole. Any flower that has some of its petals
“pasted together” on ONE wire can have that part of the
flower brought in whole, but any additional wired petals or
parts have to be separate.
• Wired flowers: ANY and ALL flower parts on separate
wires have to come into the test separately.
• Can wires be taped ahead of time? Any petal, leaf or
“pasted together” flower on ONE wire can be wrapped
before the test. For example, the wires of individual ivy
leaves can be wrapped, but the leaves can’t be wrapped
together into a stem of ivy.
• Assembly: All assembly of flowers and flower sprays must
be done during the test.
• Coloring: Only pastes can be colored before the test. All
dusting, painting, airbrushing or other surface coloring must
be done during the test.

Tip 24: “Sometimes it’s the Simple
Things”
Sometimes the simplest things can make all the difference.
Just a little extra attention to detail can do wonders for your
displays, and earn extra points on your Artistic Impression
score. That extra attention won’t even take time from your
test since it’s lavished on your pre-made pieces.
It makes sense to have every petal or piece of pastillage you
bring into the test be as perfect as you can make it, whether
it’s used in your displays or is just “in case of breakage”.
(Don’t underestimate the peace of mind those in-case-ofbreakage pieces bring.) But perhaps the thing that will make
the most difference is to bring in flawlessly covered fondant
tiers. Before the test, you can do them over until you’re
satisfied that they look terrific. You’ll be glad you did!

Tip 25: “On the Edge”
…Of your bases, that is. The Guide really doesn’t say much
about bases, mostly that you can bring them finished and
don’t have to redo them. (Three cheers for anything that
doesn’t need to be remade, redone, or recreated!) But that
doesn’t mean they aren’t important. Beautiful bases that
compliment and coordinate with your displays will make
everything look better. Here are a few suggestions:
• Consider the size: A board is normally at least four
inches in diameter larger than a cake, but you may need
more if there are large flowers or stringwork on the cake
sides. For non-cake displays, be sure the size of the board
compliments the piece, and that they make a visually
appealing combination. Remember that the size limit is 24”
x 24”. You’ll only have half of a Finished Display Table for all
of your pieces.

• Consider the visual weight: A delicate, airy cake would
look lost on an over-large, heavy board, and a richly
decorated Lambeth piece would overwhelm a flimsy
cardboard base.
• Consider the covering: There is nothing to prevent the use
of florist foil, but it probably isn’t the best choice. Sugarcovered bases look much better. A cake with a royal icing
run-out collar would be lovely if set on a run-out base of
the same design. What about a faux fabric base under a
fabric effects display? Or try placing an understated cake on
a fondant-covered board done in the English style. In that
method, the fondant continues down the sides of the base
to create a single, smooth surface.
• On the edge: Ribbon can be used on any base, but looks
especially good on an English style board; the fondant sides
provide a smooth surface to attach it. Another option is to
use two layers of ribbon held on with double-sided tape. Or
try an inner ribbon with a narrow piece of braid or lace on
top.
• Bottoms up! Attaching small “feet” to the bottom of a
base board is a simple and quick task that will make moving
your finished display ever so much easier.

Preparation
Tip 26: “How’s the Weather Up
There?”
Certification takes place in a different part of the country
every year, and each area has its own particular weather
and climate conditions. Some are hot and dry, some are
clammy and humid. Unless you’re very lucky and the test is
in your own back yard, chances are you’ll be working in an
unfamiliar environment.
We all know how weather affects sugar! Icings may need
different amounts of water, pastes may turn soft and sticky
or dry and crumbly, and setting and drying times will be
different for everything. Here are two ideas that might help
you cope:
• Contact an ICES member or cake shop owner who lives in
the test area and ask how the weather normally affects their
work.
• Plan to arrive at the test early enough to practice with your
icings and pastes, then make any changes needed.

Tip 27: “Water, Water, Everywhere”
Just like the weather, water varies in different areas of the
country. It can be hard or soft, or have more chlorine and
minerals, and these differences can affect the way your
icings behave. The difference may only be minor, but why
take a chance when bottled water is available? Practice with
it at home, then either bring a few bottles with you, or see if
the same brand is available in the test area. You may want
to do the same thing with powdered sugar or shortening,
and particularly with any unusual ingredients you need.
You’ll feel more confident using products you know will
work.

Tip 28: “Better Bring a Bucket!”
…Or two, or even three. (Empty 12-15 lb. fondant buckets
do a great job.) Each Candidate’s work area will have one
five-gallon bucket, but with no running water in the test
room, you might want more. Keep one for washing hands
and tools, and another for rinsing them. Or maybe you’ll
want one for trash, or to store used tools you don’t have
time to clean and sort. Even though there will be a trash
barrel located between each pair of work areas, having a
smaller one close by makes it that much easier to keep your
area neat.

Tip 29: “Let there be Light!”
Many—well, really ALL except one—of
our test venues have lacked lovely,
natural sunlight. In fact, most are rather
dark for doing precision work, and many
Candidates opt to bring a work light or
two. If you’re already paying for electricity,
electric lights should not add much, if
anything, to your bill. But if you’re not
using any other electrical equipment, you
might consider a good battery-operated
lamp. (And don’t forget the extra batteries!)
Whichever you decide to bring, try it out during a practice
session to be sure it gives the amount of light you need.

Tip 30: “What to Wear, What to Wear!”
What‘s the latest in fashion for the up-and-coming CMSA
Candidate? Comfort! The temperature in the test room is
often unpredictable, so layering makes sense. It can start
out cool, warm up fast as sugar is boiled and heat lamps are
turned on, then cool down again after lunch.
Of course, clothing should be neat
and clean and hair pulled back,
and you should be able to move
freely while you work, but after that
it’s up to you. You might feel more
professional in a chef’s jacket, or
more comfortable in the handmade
apron grandma and the kids gave
you for luck. (If you tend to be “just
a little” messy, consider bringing
along a second jacket or apron so
you can change if you need to.)

Tip 31: “Dressing it Up—or Not”
Before you devote valuable packing space to table
dressings, remember that you’ll have only half of a six-toeight foot Finished Display Table to present them. There is
usually an extra table for displays that don’t fit, but we can’t
guarantee it. (This is why it’s so important that bases be no
larger than 24” x 24”.)
The Adjudicators will only focus on your actual finished
pieces—not anything underneath or around them—so
mirrors, cake stands, and cloth draping are really
unnecessary. In fact, things like electrically-operated
turntables and decorative lighting are prohibited.
You’re welcome to bring table dressings for use in the
Convention cake room if you like, but otherwise they are just
more things to drag back and forth.

Tip 32: “Packing it Up…”
Remember all those schedules, lists and notes? They’ll
help you decide what to pack and what to leave at home.
It’s fine to have a few items for emergencies, or doubles of
the tools you use most, but try to resist the temptation to
bring everything in your toolbox. It’s just more stuff to root
through when time is short and you’re looking for that really
important tool you need right now. There are many ways to
organize and pack. We’ll describe just one to help you get
started:
• Gather all the tools and materials you need for one skill.
Put them into a large heavy container like a Ziploc bag or
lidded plastic box.
• Label the container with:
1. Name of the Skill 2. Morning or Afternoon Session 3.
Order on your Schedule (1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.) 4. A List of all
items in the container 5. A List of other items needed that
are not in the container, (cake dummy, heat lamp, turntable,
etc.)
Here’s a sample:
Bridge/Extension work: Morning, 3rd
— Patterns for creating 2” bridge section and
scribing top scalloped line
— 4 parchment bags with tip #0
— 4 parchment bags with tip #1
— 1 parchment bag with tip #2
— Extra parchment and tips
— Bowl and spoon
— Small spatula
— 2 Knee-high stockings
— Scissors, tape, flexible ruler

— Pattern marker and straight pins
— Small pointed paint brush
— Additional items not in this container:
10” fondant covered dummy with five bridgework
sections, royal icing, cling wrap, tilting turntable
• Add a “Bridge/Extension work: Morning, 3rd” label to the
other items needed for the skill. Some items, like your cake
dummies, will have multiple labels if they’re needed for more
than one skill.
• Repeat for each separate skill. If three different skills
require a ball tool, it’s easiest to pack one in each of the
three containers. You’ll have the tool you need and your
Assistant won’t have to rush off to wash one while you wait.
• Box and label all of your Pre-made/Pre-dried items the
same way. Since these are probably all fragile, pack them
even more carefully so they can’t shift and break. The
number one favorite packing material is cheap toilet paper,
but hairdressers’ cotton, quilt batting, and upholstery foam
are other popular choices.

Tip 33: “…and Taking it on the Road”
Now that you have all of your things bagged, boxed and
labeled, it’s time to get on the road. Place all of your
containers in sturdy boxes and label them precisely. If
you’re traveling by car, make sure those study boxes are
secured with foam, batting, or “sticky mats” so they won’t
shift while you’re driving.
Don’t forget to check the weather. If it’s going to be very hot
and/or raining, (What a dreadful thought!), you won’t want to
leave things in the car without air-conditioning for any length
of time. If you’ll be stopping overnight, keep fragile, heatand-humidity sensitive items accessible, so you can take
them into your lodgings with you. You might even prefer
to keep delicate items wrapped in plastic and insulated in
coolers for the whole trip.

Tip 34: “Mailing Away”
Have too much stuff to bring on the plane? Is the car
hopelessly cramped? There may be another option. Often
our host hotel will accept shipped boxes and keep them
until you arrive. The hotel cannot assume responsibility for
your things, so boxes should be sturdy, and very carefully
packed. (As always, it’s best to hand-carry very fragile
items.) Plan to have them arrive before you do, but not
too long before. The hotel may or may not charge for this
service, but to take advantage of it you normally must be
registered there. We’ll let you know as soon as we have the
exact details.
Make sure your boxes are CLEARLY LABELED, and mail
them to:
Care of: Your Name (or the name of the person who will pick
them up)
Your Arrival Date
The Hotel Name
The Hotel Address
City, State, Zip Code, USA
Be sure to use a reputable shipper
that provides a tracking number and
delivery confirmation, for example
FedEx, DHL, UPS, or USPS. It also
makes sense to call the hotel before
leaving home to make sure that your
boxes have arrived safely.

Test Day
Tip 35: “What’s the Score?”
Before test day, we’ll send you a copy of your Test Scoring
Sheet. It will be tailored to your Plan and include each of your
skills. There will be separate spaces for each Adjudicator’s
scores, but all three will be averaged together. The scoring
system can be rather confusing, so we’ll try to explain.
The Scoring Sheet has two different sections. One is the
“Skills” section that lists your eight Candidate skills, and two
Mandatory skills, and the other is the “Additional Elements”
section for Artistic Impression and Work Process scores.
These two sections are scored a little differently.
In the “Skills” section, each skill can be awarded up to 10
points for a possible total of 100 points. For a CSA title, the
cumulative score for all ten skills must be at least 70 points,
and no individual score can be less than 6 points. A score of
all 6’s won’t work though, since it only adds up to 60 points.
That means for every individual score of 6 points, you’ll need
another score of at least 8 points to offset it.
It’s the same for a CMSA title but the numbers are higher. The
cumulative score must be at least 80 points and no individual
score can be less than 7 points. Any score of 7 points will
need to be offset with another score of at least 9. (And you
thought you were in this to do sugar art, not math!)
In the “Additional Elements” section, you can receive up to
10 points each for the Artistic Impression and Work Process
scores for a possible total of 20 points. To achieve a CSA
title, neither score can be less than 7 points, with a total score
of at least 14 points. For a CMSA title, the minimum is 8
points with a total score of at least 16.
It’s all clear now, isn’t it!?

Tip 36: “To Know or Not to Know”
That is the question! Candidates may choose to either receive
their test results on Thursday evening, or wait for the banquet
on Saturday. (Only those Candidates who receive titles will
be announced.) Many Candidates prefer to know as soon as
possible, but it’s a personal decision that only you can make.
You will get your Early Results Disclosure Agreement on
Tuesday, during the “Adjudicator Question and Answer
Session”. If you want your results early, fill out and sign the
top half of the sheet—the one that has you print as well as
sign your name. That half must be returned to us by the end
of the test on Wednesday. No signature, no results. The
bottom half of the sheet is yours, and has instructions for
pick-up and the list of rules.
The rules are very strict and require absolute confidentiality.
Anyone found in violation of them will be stripped of any
CSA/CMSA title immediately, and/or be banned from retesting.
Here is an overview:
• Results may be picked up ONLY on Thursday between
7:30 and 8:00 pm, during the “Meet the Board Candidates”
gathering.
• You’ll receive your results in a sealed envelope from the
Certification Chairman. No one but YOU may pick them up.
• You may not share your test results with ANYONE—
including OTHER CANDIDATES—before the announcement
on Saturday. (Not in person, not by e-mails, texts, phone
calls, or smoke signals, not on social networking sites or even
in your diary!) In other words, keep them to yourself!
• We can’t answer questions or discuss your results
during pick-up time. The decision of the Adjudicators and
Certification Committee is final and cannot be appealed.
Adjudicators will be available on Sunday afternoon and will
be happy to answer questions then.

Tip 37: “Moving, Moving, Moving”
On Tuesday afternoon the Candidates will move all of their
carefully packed boxes and equipment into the test room.
(All of them! All at once! Simultaneously!) The test room
doors will open at 4:00 pm, but you’ll probably want to
arrive sooner to be ready to move in as soon as you can.
The hotel luggage carts are a great help for moving your
things to the test room, but please unload them immediately
and return them for others
to use. (It’s wonderful if
you can bring your own
hand cart or dolly, but we
know it’s impossible for
most Candidates.) You’re
welcome to leave your
things outside of the test
room until 4:00, but you’re
still responsible for them. If
you can’t stay there, maybe
a friend will watch them for
you.

Tip 38: “Packin’ it in”
Speaking of friends….when the test room doors open at
4:00, it’s good to have as many as possible to move things
into your work area quickly. When they’re done, send them
off to have fun—only you and your Assistant may stay to set
up.
Your area will have two tables and two chairs. The front
table is your Work Table where you’ll do your work. The
back table is the Materials/Supply Table— you can guess
what that’s used for? What you can’t use it for is work. All
of that will have to be done on the front Work Table.

This is the time to get comfortable in your space: test
your chair, locate the nearest bathroom and sink, and
check electrical equipment. Organize all of your tools and
materials, mix frostings, knead fondant, prepare icing bags
and tips—do anything you can to help the next morning
go smoothly. If you like, you may use the area under your
tables for storage, but please keep the area in front of your
Work Table clear for the Adjudicators.
At 7:00 pm the “Adjudicator Question and Answer Session,”
will start. There may be a few last minute announcements
and you’ll finally get to meet your Adjudicators. Take this
time to have any remaining questions answered or
confusions clarified. The session is mandatory, so if you
have a serious travel delay, it’s critical to call the Test
Administrator immediately. You’ll get that number closer to
test day.
When the Q&A session is
over, the Adjudicators will
offer to check your Pre-made/
Pre-dried pieces. This is
definitely not mandatory, and
it doesn’t replace the morning
work area review, but it can
be a real lifesaver. If they find
something that doesn’t meet
test requirements, you still
have time to fix it. Otherwise,
you’re welcome to continue
setting up until 9:00 pm, when
we say good night and lock the
test room doors—until 7:00 am
on Wednesday.

Tip 39: The “Check off”
Once the test begins, NO tools,
supplies, or materials can be
brought into the room. (Water and
snacks are still ok.) Borrowing isn’t
allowed either. If you discover that
you’ve forgotten something at 8:05
am, you’ll have to do without it.
The best way to prevent this is to
come armed with a check list. (See
Tip 15) This is a great assignment
for your Assistant. Give them the list during the load-in
session and have them check off each item. If something is
missing, send them for it immediately. (Or write yourself a
really BIG note to bring it in the morning.) You’ll sleep better
knowing everything is in place!

Tip 40: “The Night before Test Day”
Here are a few more “words of wisdom” to help you get that
sleep.
• Skip the fancy dinner and evening out with friends. Get to
sleep early, and if possible get a room by yourself, if only for
that one night.
• Set a note pad and pencil by the bed to jot down last
minute concerns.
• Bring ear plugs to lessen distractions.
• Avoid sleep aids, unless they’re prescribed by your doctor
and you take them every night. They usually leave you
groggy in the morning.
• Set two alarms. Set one of your own, and schedule a
wakeup call from the hotel.
• Plan for plenty of time to get to the test room by 7:00 am.
It’s not fun to rush in at the last minute.

Tip 41: “Don’t Worry, They Won’t Bite”
(At least that’s what they promised…) The Adjudicators
really are kind, friendly, and on your side; they’ve been
through this themselves. They work hard to be fair and
impartial, and make sure the rules are followed, but will still
help in any way they can.
There will be three Adjudicators on a team, with perhaps an
Apprentice or two thrown in for good measure. Each team is
responsible for evaluating between five and seven
Candidates. Your team will be on hand throughout the day
to watch a part of every step of every skill. You’ll be
interacting with them often. They’ll ask questions or make
comments, but will always try to be as unobtrusive as
possible, especially when you’re doing something delicate
like stringwork. You can help by raising your hand if you
start something new and no Adjudicator is nearby, or have
your Assistant signal.
Depending on the number of candidates there could be as
many as nine Adjudicators observing the test. The other
teams will also stop by from time to time. It’s important for
all of the Adjudicators to be familiar with
each Candidate’s work and work
process. Although your team is
responsible for your scores and
written comments, all the
Adjudicators will evaluate each
Candidate’s Final Display, and all of
them will come to a consensus
before any decision is final.

Tip 42: “Play it Again Sam”
It doesn’t happen often, but you may be asked to repeat
something. Please don’t panic! Generally it’s a small thing
that will only take a moment or two—another piece of
quilling, or a few more lace points. Usually an Adjudicator
only wants to confirm what they’ve seen or would like
another Adjudicator to see it, too.
The best thing you can do is make sure someone is
watching any time you start anything new. Otherwise, just
be prepared with a little extra buttercream or fondant, and a
little extra “wiggle room” in your schedule.
Very occasionally it’s
something much more serious,
for example a Candidate who
has one skill on the scoring
sheet but is doing a different
skill. (It has happened…more
than once.) In that case,
the Test Administrator will
discuss the problem with the
Candidate to see if there is any
way to resolve it.
One thing you won’t be asked to repeat is a skill done
incorrectly, for instance fondant that’s cracked, or
stringwork that’s too far apart. Those things are up to you
to recognize, so if you’re unsatisfied with a piece, don’t be
afraid to fix it. Just take a deep breath and “play it again”.

Tip 43: “Some Final Tips”
Here are our “lucky seven” ways to remain calm on test day:
1. Feel comfortable with what you’re doing—trust your head
and hands to remember all the things you’ve practiced for
so long.
2. Make a list and check it twice. Make sure you have
everything you need, and know where to find it.
3. Take plenty of time for a good breakfast. If you can,
pamper yourself and splurge on room service! Try to skip
the coffee and energy drinks—caffeine and precision piping
really don’t mix.
4. Make sure you’re on time! It’s more relaxing to be five
minutes early than to be five minutes too late and miss the
test.
5. Drink enough water! It’s harder to think when you’re
dehydrated. Light snacks are also good to have around
if your energy starts to decline. (Keep water beside you,
but please keep snacks off of your Work Table.)
6. Listen to music while you work. Just don’t forget to
charge your player or
bring extra batteries.
7. Remember to breath.
(But if you forget, your
Adjudicators will revive,
no wait…we mean
remind you.)
Bonus Tip: Remember
that you really love what
you do—your work will
reflect it.

Tip 44: “Put your Best Foot Forward”
No matter how hard you try to be calm, you might find
yourself feeling a little nervous and uncertain the morning
of the test. That’s perfectly normal, but what can you do
to help? Take those first few minutes, before the audience
is in the room, to give yourself time to warm up and feel
that you’ve accomplished something. Start out with a fairly
simple technique—one you know like the back of your
hand—that will ease your way into
the test. Or try a not-too-difficult
task that you really want to get out
of the way.
On the other hand, don’t save
your hardest techniques for the
end of the day. You’ll be tired and
won’t want to be racing against
the clock while trying to do
delicate South African Lace work.

Tip 45: “Be Prepared”
So states the Boy Scout motto. While we always hope that
nothing will go wrong, it’s good to be prepared if something
does. The most important measure you can take is to build
extra time into your Plan. Then the whole test won’t be
jeopardized if you need to redo a broken cast sugar piece
or your buttercream goes awry.
If you do find yourself in a dilemma, try not to panic. Take
a few minutes to regroup and think through the situation.
Sometimes that’s all it takes to find a solution that will get
things flowing smoothly again. If that doesn’t work, move
on to another technique before you get too frustrated,
and come back to the problem later, hopefully with a fresh
perspective. But no matter what happens, just keep moving
and don’t give up.

Tip 46: “The audience has eyes!”
If you’ve never worked in front of a live audience, it can be
a bit disconcerting. At first, it may feel like all eyes are on
you and only you, but once you’re involved in the test you’ll
probably forget they’re there. Here is what you can expect:
• You’ll have a few quiet minutes at the beginning and the
end of both morning and afternoon sessions. The audience
won’t be admitted until 15 minutes after work begins, and
will be asked to leave 15 minutes before work ends.
• Audience members are free to come and go throughout
the day, so you may notice a little commotion from time to
time. We do our best to keep it to a minimum.
• The Audience is expected
to remain quiet and respectful
at all times. If anyone is
loud or disruptive, they can
be asked to leave and not
permitted to return. (Your
“Cheering Section” will have
to communicate their support
telepathically!)
• Audience members may not
take photographs or interact
with either the Candidates or
the Adjudicators. If you feel
that an audience member is
behaving inappropriately, please alert the Test Administrator
immediately.
• The Audience is usually separated from the Candidates by
stanchions and draping, but is in no case allowed to come
near Candidates, Adjudicators, or display pieces.

Tip 47: “Music to your ears”
Having the audience in front of you, and other Candidates
around you, can be distracting. Listening to whispered
comments from the Audience, or reacting to the anxiety of a
Candidate who’s having trouble, can be very distracting!
One solution is to bring an iPod or
MP3 player. It’s a great way to “tune
out” all the distractions. The music
can be upbeat and motivating,
or calm and soothing—whatever
works best to help you focus.
Keep your player out of the way
in your chef jacket or apron, and
try running the headphone wires
up your back so nothing can get
tangled in them.
Be prepared to stop the music and
remove your headphones often to
talk with the Adjudicators. Also,
please keep the volume very low,
even though they’re called “personal devices,” others can
often hear everything you do. (And remember, NO dancing
in the aisles!)

Tip 48: “Ring, Ring?”
This is a gentle reminder that all cell phones must be turned
off during the test—both yours and your Assistant’s. Either
leave your cell phone in your room, or turn it off as soon
as you get to your work area. Even phones on vibrate can
be distracting and interrupt your test, or your neighbor’s.
(Besides, you can’t be texting, tweeting, and testing all at
the same time!) You will still want to keep track of the time,
so have your Assistant wear a watch, or invest in a small
clock for your Work Table. Thanks for understanding.

Tip 49: “Lunch Time!”
Morning session is over and it’s time for lunch. Work must
stop and everyone has to leave the room, so you might as
well relax and enjoy it.
Perhaps you’d like your Assistant to leave early and pick
up food for both of you. Then you can meet somewhere
quiet to relax, refresh, and regroup before the afternoon. Or
maybe you’d rather eat lunch surrounded by a boisterous
group of friends who will get you energized for the rest of
the day. Make sure they order for you ahead of time so
lunch is ready when you get there.
Either way, don’t forget that all important bathroom break.
This might also be a good time to change your chef coat or
other clothes and make yourself more comfortable. The test
starts again at 1:00 pm, so please be back in your work
area at 12:55, then take a deep breath, shake out your
shoulders, smile, and get started.

Tip 50: “Ouch!”
You wouldn’t think so, but the sugar arts can be dangerous.
The fast pace, adrenaline, and nerves can sometime
conspire against you, and your body pays the price.
If you have an accident during the load-in session or on test
day, please don’t try to tough it out. Immediately alert an
Adjudicator, the Test Administrator, or the Test Chairman—
anyone you can find. We’ll have a first aid kit for minor
injuries, and will do whatever we can to help. If your injury is
more serious, we won’t wait, but will have you taken to one
of the local hospitals. Yes, we do understand that you don’t
want to take time away from the test, but it’s not worth a
long-term, or even a short-term risk to your health.
While we’re discussing it, if you have a wound or injury
when you arrive, please make sure it’s covered and
remember to bring an extra supply of gloves, finger cots,
or any other supplies you’ll need. And last but not least:
Please be extra careful around the communal microwaves.
Everyone knows that you don’t run with scissors, let’s not
run with hot sugar, either!

Tip 51: “It’s Five O’clock Somewhere”
It’s finally 5:00 pm and you’ve survived the test! Hooray!
Just drop your tools and head out the door as quickly as
you can. The sooner you leave, the sooner the Adjudicators
can get to work discussing the displays and finalizing the
scores. Before you leave, we’ll let you know when to return
for clean-up.
When it’s time to come back, bring all the friends who
helped you move in, plus a few extra. There are things you
need to do and very little time to do them. The first is to get
your finished displays to the cake room. (Sorry, no side trips
to your room for repairs or finishing touches are allowed.)
In the cake room, you’ll be directed to a separate area set
aside for the Certification displays. When that’s done, you’ll
need to clean up your work area and move all of your tools
and equipment out of the room. The doors will close at 9:00
pm, so the goal is simply to get out of there. Please save all
the reorganizing until you get your things back to your room.

Tip 52: “It’s so Disappointing. . .”
Of course it is. And if you don’t get the news you hope for,
it can be upsetting, frustrating, and even embarrassing.
You’re working hard to prepare, and spending countless
hours and plenty of money, too. We know you’ll do your
best and will benefit from the experience, but what if you
don’t succeed?
It would be wonderful if everyone could succeed, but the
test is difficult—it’s designed to be very difficult. And most
Candidates know, or at least have a good idea, how well
they’ve done, even before they get their results.
You might be interested to know that the most common
reason for failure isn’t doing skills badly; it’s being unable to
finish them in the allotted time. Completing all the skills still
doesn’t guarantee a title—all it takes is one score to fall
below the minimum. If that happens, it doesn’t mean your
work isn’t good, or even excellent. On a good day it can
take just one thing to throw you off, and on other days it
seems things go wrong no matter how hard you try.
It might help to keep in mind:
• The Adjudicators aren’t looking at you. They’re looking
solely at your skills and workmanship.
• You aren’t being judged against anyone else’s work. Your
skills are being compared to set standards.
Whatever the outcome, you’ll have the opportunity to
discuss your results with the Adjudicators on the Sunday
after the test. They’ll be happy to tell you what you did well,
offer advice, point out areas that need improvement, or
explain the adjudication standards. And in the event you
need to take the test again, they’ll be more than happy to
help guide you.

Tip 53: “WOW, you just earned your
CMSA/CSA! Now what?”
Before you run off to celebrate and bask in all the attention
(You can get back to that in a minute!), there are two things
you need to remember. In order to retain your new title, you
must remain an ICES member, and you must both improve
your skills and share them with others.
The first is simple: just keep your membership up to date.
No lapses please. You wouldn’t want to take the test
again because you forgot to renew. Consider the 3-year
membership option. It will save you money and you won’t
have to think about it again for quite a while.
The second will take a little work, though not nearly as
much as you’ve just done. The Certification program was
established to help retain and promote both classic sugar
arts and newer techniques. What could be better than to
have our Certification recipients teach and demonstrate?
Nothing could, so we’ll expect it at least once a year. You
probably demonstrate or teach already, but if not, there will
never be a better time to start. You might even consider
applying to be an ICES approved teacher. (The process is a
lot simpler than Certification!)
You’re also expected to continue your education, but if you
attend a Day of Sharing, cake show, or Convention, it’s
nearly impossible not to attend at least one demonstration
or class every year.
It’s not really so difficult, is it? Now…
GO ENJOY the title you earned!

